LEARNING INVARIANT FEATURES OF TUMOR SIGNATURE
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ABSTRACT

We present a novel method for automated learning of features from unlabeled image patches for classification of tumor architecture. In contrast to manually designed feature detectors (e.g., Gabor basis function), the proposed method utilizes independent subspace analysis to reconstruct a natural representation. Learning is described as a two-layer network with non-linear responses, where the second layer represents subspace structures. The technique is applied to tissue sections for characterizing necrosis, apoptotic, and viable regions of Glioblastoma Multiforme (GBM) from TCGA dataset. We show that the performance of this method is better than expert designed representation, therefore, promising a wider application of self-learning strategies for tissue characterization.

Index Terms— subspace learning, tumor architecture, apoptotic and necrotic signatures

1. INTRODUCTION

Our goal is to design and evaluate automated invariant feature detection for classification of tumor signatures observed from hematoxylin and eosin stained (H&E) tissue biopsies. This approach is orthogonal to manually designed feature descriptors, such as SIFT [1] and HOG [2] descriptors, which tend to be complex and time consuming. Furthermore, it is not clear if manual designs of feature detectors (i) capture complex tumor signatures that are necessary for tumor grading, and (ii) remain stable through multiple sets of testing and training data sets. Feature learning is based on a two-layer neural network with square and square root nonlinear responses, respectively, where the second layer forwards subspace structures. In addition to inherent technical variations (e.g., fixation and staining) that originate from protocols practiced by different laboratories, tumor architecture is highly heterogeneous and patient dependent. In Glioblastoma Multiforme (GBM), identification of apoptotic, necrotic, and viable regions are necessary for prediction of outcomes and tumor grading. At the same time, the necrotic signature varies widely and is sometimes mixed with apoptotic regions as shown in Figure 1. Therefore, alternative methods for feature detection are necessary for rapid learning and evaluation of tumor architecture. More importantly, if tumor architecture and composition can be quantified on a very large scale dataset, then it will pave the way for constructing databases that are prognostic, the same way that genome-wide array technologies have identified molecular subtypes and predictive markers.

Organization of the paper is as follows. Section 2 reviews prior research. Section 3 outlines the proposed method and comparison with the manually specified feature detectors. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. REVIEW OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH

Histology sections are often visualized with H&E stains that label DNA and protein contents, respectively, in various shades of color. These sections are typically rich in content since various cell types, cellular organization, cell state and health, and cellular secretion can be characterized by a trained pathologist in spite of inter- and intra-observer variations [3]. A recent review for the analysis and application of H&E sections can be found in [4, 5]; however, from our perspective, three key concepts have been introduced to establish the trend and direction of the research community.

The first group of researchers have focused on tumor grading through either accurate or rough nuclear segmentation [6] followed by computing cellular organization [7, 4] and classification. In some cases, tumor grading has been associated with recurrence, progression, and invasion carcinoma (e.g., breast DCIS), but such an association is highly dependent on tumor heterogeneity and mixed grading (e.g., presence of more than one grade), which offers significant challenges to the pathologists as mixed grading appears to be present in 50 percent of patients [8]. A recent study indicates that detailed segmentation and multivariate representation of nuclear fea-
features from H&E stained sections can predict DCIS recurrence [9] in patients with more than one nuclear grade. In this study, nuclei in the H&E stained samples were manually segmented and a multidimensional representation was computed for differential analysis between the cohorts. The significance of this particular study is that it has been repeated with the same quantitative outcome. In other related studies, image analysis of nuclear features has been found to provide quantitative information that can contribute to diagnosis and prognosis values for carcinoma of the breast [10], prostate [11], and colorectal mucosa [12].

The second group of researchers have focused on patch-based (e.g., region-based) analysis of tissue sections through means of supervised classification. These methods operate by representing each patch with color and texture features [13, 14] for training either kernel or regression tree classifiers. In our previous study, we evaluated and compared emerging techniques of sparse coding with kernel-based methods (e.g., support vector machine, kernel discriminant analysis) on a GBM dataset to conclude that the kernel-based method did equally as well, if not better, than sparse coding [15]. Selection was based on color and texture features computed from the Laplacian of Gaussian (LoG) response in a local neighborhood. Alternatively, some researchers have investigated how architectural features of tumor grades correlate with fractal dimensions [16].

The third group of researchers have suggested utilizing the detection autoimmune system (e.g., lymphocytes) as a prognostic tool for breast cancer [17]. Lymphocytes are part of the adaptive immune response and their presence has been correlated with nodal metastasis and HER2-positive breast cancer, ovarian [18], and GBM.

3. APPROACH

3.1. Reconstruction through Independent Analysis

We present Reconstruction Independent Subspace Analysis (RISA) [19] for automated learning of features from data. RISA is an unsupervised learning algorithm that learns features from unlabeled image patches. A RISA network [20, 19] can be described as a two-layered network (Figure 2), with square and square root nonlinearities in the first and second layers, respectively. The weights, W, in the first layer are learned, and the weights, V, of the second layer are fixed to represent the subspace structure of the neurons in the first layer. Specifically, each of the hidden units in the second layer pools over a small neighborhood of adjacent first layer units. By analogy, to simple and complex cells, we will call the first and second layer units simple and pooling units, respectively.

![Fig. 2. The neural network architecture of an ISA network. The red bubbles are the pooling units whereas the green bubbles are the simple units. In this picture, the size of the subspace is 2: each red pooling unit looks at 2 simple units. More precisely, given an input pattern $x^t$, the activation of each second layer unit is $p_i(x^{(t)}; W, V) = \sum_{k=1}^{m} V_{ik} \sum_{j=1}^{n} W_{kj} x_j^{(t)}^2$.

RISA learns parameters $W$ through finding sparse feature representations in the second layer, by solving:

$$\min_W \sum_{t=1}^T \left( \sum_{i=1}^n p_i(x^{(t)}; W, V) + \frac{1}{2} \| W^T x^{(t)} - x^{(t)} \|^2 \right),$$

where $\{x^{(t)}\}_{t=1}^T$ are whitened input examples$^1$. Here, $W \in \mathbb{R}^{k \times n}$ is the weights connecting the input data to the simple units, $V \in \mathbb{R}^{m \times k}$ is the weights connecting the simple units to the pooling units (V is typically fixed); $n, k, m$ are the input dimension, number of simple units and pooling units respectively. The first term of the optimization ensures that the features of the highest layer are sparse, whereas the second term ensures that the bases preserve important information of the input data, i.e., they can reconstruct the input data.

In Figure 3, we show a pair of filters learned from natural images. As can be seen from this figure, the ISA algorithm is able to learn Gabor filters ("edge detectors") with many frequencies and orientations. Further, it is able to assemble similar features into a group such that the pooling neurons ($p$’s) achieve invariances. For instance, imagine if we have a feature that computes the (L-2) average response of the two very similar looking linear filters in figure 3. If the input data is translated by one or two pixels, the value of the linear filters can change, but the value of the feature that averages their values will change slowly. This concept is called (translational) invariance.

![Fig. 3. Typical filters learned by the ISA algorithm when trained on natural images (grayscale images downloaded from the internet). Here, we visualize one group of bases produced by $W$ (each group is a subspace and pooled together).](image)

---

$^1$ i.e., the input patterns have been linearly transformed to have zero mean and identity covariance.
The above property makes RISA a good candidate for computing features for medical images, a domain where a manual expertly designed feature detector is not only time consuming, but also error prone to diverse tumor signatures. In Figure 4, we show 12 groups of learned bases. It can be seen that these features are learned and grouped to achieve highly complex invariances from data. Most of these invariances, while relevant to the domain of interest, are difficult to engineer.

![Fig. 4. Typical filters learned from histology sections through application of the RISA algorithm. Here, we show 12 groups of computed bases corresponding to W (each group is a subspace and pooled together). Every two adjacent bases in a row form an invariant group. The second group in row one appears to learn translational invariance, whereas the second group in row five appears to learn rotational invariance. Other groups seem to learn more complex invariances such as color changes (first group of row six and second group of row four).](image)

3.2. Scaling RISA to large images

RISA is usually slow for large images. For instance, it takes many hours to learn bases for 80x80 image patches ($x \in \mathbb{R}^{6400}$).

In order to scale RISA to realistically large images, we applied convolution and averaging [19] in the image domain. More specifically, the RISA features are first trained on small image patches (10x10 pixels). They are then applied to all locations on bigger images. Computed features are then averaged by the four quadrants of the image. For example, suppose that we have four features, i.e., four red bubbles in Figure 3. We will convolve each of these four features across the images and then compute the average feature value for the four quadrants. This process leads to 100 (features) $\times$ 4 (quadrants) = 400 features to the final classifier.

4. RESULTS

The dataset consists of 43 images of varying sizes that have been collected from the NIH repository of The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA), including 14 tumor images, 19 necrotic images, and 10 images with mixed necrotic and apoptotic signatures. These images were annotated by the pathologist. Each image has 712x1072 pixels at a 20X resolution. We randomly sampled 50 patches of 80x80 pixels from each image for training and another 50 patches of the same size for testing. The computational modules of RISA were implemented in MATLAB. The performance was evaluated based on L2-regularized L2-loss support vector classification implemented through LibLINEAR [21].

We also compared the proposed subspace learning method with the expert designed feature detector of [15] on the same data with the same classification algorithm. In this study, each image patch is represented with color and blob related features. Color features refers to the basic statistics in the RGB color space, which consists of six features (mean and variance in each of the color channel). Blob features are based on a multi-scale Laplacian of Gaussian (LoG) blob detector, which was applied on gray scale images constructed from the ratio of the blue to red and green channels ($\frac{B}{R+G}$). This ratio image highlights the chromatin contents, which eliminates the needs for higher dimensional representation in the RGB space. The LoG blob detector was applied at four scales ($\sigma = 1, 2, 3, 4$), and blob features (mean and variance of filter responses) were computed at each scale. Each feature was normalized with a zero mean and variance of one. Comparison results indicate that the features learned from RISA consistently achieve better classification performance than manually selected features, as shown in Figure 5.

![Fig. 5. Performance comparison of features learned from RISA with manually selection features. The classification performance was evaluated based on L2-regularized L2-loss support vector classification implemented through LibLINEAR Library. The plot is a sensitivity analysis for the regularization term, along the X axis, which controls the trade off between regularization and correct classification within the SVM framework.](image)
5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented a novel method for unsupervised feature learning for classification of histological image signatures. The proposed method utilizes independent subspace analysis to reconstruct a natural representation via a two-layer network. The technique is applied to tumor histology for characterizing necrosis, apoptotic, and tumor regions of Glioblastoma Multiforme. Experimental results show that the performance of this method is better than expert designed representation.
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